Intersection Syndrome: The Subtle Squeak of an Overused Wrist
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Patient histories that include wrist pain can be pivotal in the distinction between intersection syndrome (IS) and the more common de Quervain's tenosynovitis (DQT). Presented here is a 26-year-old pregnant woman with a history of rowing who developed left radial/dorsal wrist pain and a rubbing/squeaking sensation. Nine months of conservative DQT therapy and a landmark-guided corticosteroid injection failed to relieve her symptoms. An in-clinic ultrasound showed tenosynovitis at the intersection of the first and second compartments, confirming a diagnosis of IS. She found immediate relief with ultrasound-guided saline hydrodissection, the injection of saline into the intercompartmental space to reduce adhesions. Both DQT and IS are overuse injuries caused by repetitive wrist extension, as occurs in rowing, and either condition can worsen after pregnancy. Distinguishing the subtleties between DQT and IS can be challenging. Close attention to the patient's description of the pain can guide treatment, potentially expediting recovery. In addition, saline hydrodissection can be both a diagnostic tool and a potentially therapeutic alternative to steroid injections for such tendinopathies. (J Am Board Fam Med 2017;30:547–551.)
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Wrist pain can account for as much as 20% of musculoskeletal complaints in the ambulatory care setting.1 Among the more prevalent diagnoses are tendinopathies of the thumb and wrist, including de Quervain's tenosynovitis (DQT) and intersection syndrome (IS).1 While the initial management for both conditions can be similar, understanding their subtle differences may lead to faster recovery and less risk of complications at subsequent visits if initial management should fail. Clues from the patient history can be pivotal in the distinction between IS and the more common DQT. In refractory cases or those in which steroid injections may not be favored, saline hydrodissection (injection of saline into the intercompartmental space to reduce adhesions) may present a diagnostic and therapeutic alternative.

Case Presentation
A pregnant 26-year-old woman whose dominant hand is the left hand presented to primary care with a complaint of progressively worsening left wrist pain for the past few weeks. She described a constant, dull ache that had since developed intermittently sharp, shooting pains up her forearm, radiating from a focus just proximal to the metacarpals along the dorsal aspect. She added that there is a “rubbing/friction sensation” over the point of maximum tenderness.

She was 16 weeks into an uncomplicated pregnancy. While in college she was an avid rower, which involved frequent flexion and extension of her left wrist against the resistance of the oar. This dull ache was familiar. However, the sharp shooting pains were different. She had a new hobby baking cupcakes, which required frequently lifting large bags of flour.

Her initial wrist examination revealed no swelling, deformities, or ecchymosis. She had tenderness over the distal aspect of the left radius 2 to 4 cm
proximal to the metacarpals along the extensor surface of the forearm. She experienced no pain upon palpation over the metacarpals, the anatomic snuffbox (scaphoid bone), along the first metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint, along the rays of the metacarpals, over the distal radial-ulnar junction, or along the bony prominences of the radius or ulna. No palpable mass was felt within the region of the pain or along either the first or second compartments.

She had full range of motion of the left wrist with uninhibited strength when compared with her right side, although ulnar deviation was uncomfortable. She could demonstrate full abduction and adduction of her thumb. Active extension of the thumb against resistance was painful. Ulnar deviation of her wrist while holding her thumb into her palm in a clinched fist, the Finkelstein test (FT), was painful. Her thumb grind test was negative. She had normal capillary refill and normal pinprick sensation along the radial, ulnar, and median nerve regions.

She was suspected to have DQT. Her initial therapy included conservative treatment with trigger avoidance and a thumb-spica splint. She was not a candidate for oral nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) because of her pregnancy.

On a subsequent visit, 3 months after delivery, the patient returned to the clinic for a repeat evaluation, reporting that the conservative therapy regimen had not resolved her pain. The shooting pains had decreased in intensity and frequency; however, the constant dull ache persisted. The pain was now most prominent when picking up her 3-month-old child. She developed a new symptom of what she described as a palpable and audible squeaking sensation along the radial, ulnar, and median nerve regions.

Her repeat examination was unchanged with exception that her FT was negative. Still suspecting DQT, she was treated with a landmark-guided corticosteroid injection to the first dorsal compartment. She was asked to start NSAID therapy, continue the thumb-spica splint, and attempt to limit triggers as much as possible.

Two months later, she returned to the clinic, reporting no relief with the splint and steroid injection. Her initial symptoms and the palpable squeak were unchanged, but she had developed a hypopigmented patch and a dimple in her skin along the region of the previous injection. A bedside ultrasound (US) of the intersection of the first and second compartment demonstrated an increased fluid signal along both compartments. She was diagnosed with IS and treated with an US-guided saline hydrodissection into the region joining the intersection of the first and second compartments. She experienced immediate relief of her shooting pain and resolution of the palpable/audible squeak.

Her follow-up treatment included scheduled NSAIDs for 2 weeks, rehabilitation at home, and a splint to be worn at night. Two months later she returned for her child’s 6-month well visit and reported that her pain had completely resolved and she no longer needed to wear the splint at night.

Discussion

Wrist pain is a common complaint in ambulatory medicine. This patient’s atraumatic distal forearm pain with an insidious onset and progressive symptoms is most consistent with an overuse injury, matching DQT and IS patterns.

DQT is an inflammation of the tendons in the first dorsal compartment involving the abductor pollicis longus and the extensor pollicis brevis. IS, or “crossover tendonitis,” is an inflammation where the tendons of the first compartment cross over the tendons of the second dorsal compartment, extensor carpi radialis longus, and the extensor carpi radialis brevis approximately 2 to 4 cm proximal to the radial tubercle on the extensor surface of the forearm (Figure 1).

In both diagnoses, the patient will experience radial/dorsal wrist pain upon heavy lifting and gripping. However, with IS the pain will be slightly more proximal and dorsal than that demonstrated in DQT (Figure 2). In addition, the patient with IS will typically express a unique friction or “squeaking” sensation in the distal forearm when actively moving the wrist and thumb.

Both diagnoses are associated with overuse injuries in the wrist, caused by repetitive wrist extension such as heavy lifting, rowing, or racket sports. Both injuries are most common in women 30 to 50 years of age. These injuries can flair up after a pregnancy, also known as “baby wrist,” thought to be caused by frequently picking up their child.

In either case, the patient will have soft-tissue tenderness along the radial tubercle and lateral portion of the anatomic snuff box. With DQT, thumb motion will invariably be painful. Similarly, the
same thumb motion will reproduce pain in patients with IS, although patients with IS often require more prominent movement of the thumb to elicit the pain. In some texts, FT is typically considered a confirmatory test for DQT because of its high sensitivity and specificity (Figure 3). However, other literature has demonstrated that while the test maintains its sensitivity, it lacks specificity in localizing the pain. Pain from IS, basal MCP joint arthritis, and scaphoid arthritis can each produce a false-positive finding with FT. A painless thumb grind maneuver, described as an axial compression

Figure 2. Pain regions unique to intersection syndrome (IS) and de Quervain's tenosynovitis (DQT). IS typically presents with a pain region more proximal and dorsal than that presenting with DQT.
and slight rotation of the MCP joint, will aid in ruling out arthritic pathology.1

The use of US is gaining popularity among the Sports Medicine community.9 Inflammation of the tendon sheaths can be seen in both DQT and IS; however, US can help localize the inflammation.10 US does not require specialized procedures or contrast and therefore has found a place in point-of-care diagnostics in clinics where a US machine is readily available.9

The initial treatment for both DQT and IS is similar to that of many other overuse injuries: anti-inflammatory agents, immobilization when necessary, and rehabilitation.4 Although it was not the first treatment tried for this case, moderate evidence (level B) supports using a US-guided steroid injection as first-line therapy for DQT, as it has a higher cure rate over splinting alone (83% vs 14%).11 Moreover, this technique is considered safe during pregnancy.11

In the short term, steroid therapy has been shown to be more effective than placebo injections or orthotic devices alone.4,12,13 However, corticosteroid therapy entails well-known risks. Hypopigmentation and skin atrophy are adverse effects when steroids are applied topically or injected into the dermis.13 Tendon rupture is possible with a direct injection of the steroid into the tendon itself.13,14 Notably, these risks are generally minimized when the proper steroid type and dosing are injected using US guidance.

Hydrodissection has a growing role in the diagnosis and treatment of tendinopathies. Magnetic resonance imaging evaluation of IS suggests possible entrapment and stenosis of the sheath,15 which may explain why hydrodissection worked in this case. Moreover, the technique has been tried with some success with other forms of tendon sheath tethering and contraction.16

As a pregnant baker with history of rowing experience, this patient had notable risk factors for developing an overuse injury such as DQT or IS. With a positive FT and the absence of other remarkable physical examination findings, an initial suspicion for DQT was reasonable. Development of a “squeaking” sensation and the location of her pain were both early clues to her final diagnosis of IS. Having failed initial therapy and developed complications to a landmark-guided steroid injection, her diagnosis was eventually confirmed with US evidence of IS.

**Conclusion**

Identifying the subtle distinction between a DQT and IS can be challenging. Both diagnoses share similar overuse patterns and aggravating factors. Close attention to the patient’s evolution of symptoms can help guide appropriate initial diagnostic and treatment modalities, which may help avoid complications of steroid therapy in the proper setting.
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